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genuinely trying to maintain the Concert of Europe, that is,
to have all .six Great Powers arrive at collective action and
common -views' in a conciliatory spirit and by means of
compromises. This often involved sacrificing to some ex-
tent the interests of his own country, or at least those of
his ally. In Balkan questions Austria and Russia had the
greatest interests and were therefore the countries most
frequently expected to make sacrifices. England, whose
interests were least, and who was not bound by any formal
alliance, could most easily afford to serve as a medium in
smoothing out opposition between the others. It is not
here possible to review in detail the extent to which each
of the leading statesmen of Europe pursued each of these
two opposite purposes. As one reads the complicated dip-
lomatic negotiations of the years immediately preceding
the War one gets the impression, beyond all doubt, that
Sir Edward Grey was the man who most sincerely and tire-
lessly placed the Concert of Europe above the interests of
any single Power or group. Next to him in support of the
Concert of Europe would come Bethmann-Hollweg and the
German Secretary of State, Kiderlen-Wachter; but Kider-
len died in December, 1912, and after that the German
Chancellor was less able < to make his influence prevail over
that of Tirpitz and the Kaiser. In France, M. Poincare
was more interested in the solidarity of the Triple Entente,
than in the -Concert of Europe; but in order to preserve the
confidence and friendship of England, which was one of his
primary aims, he also frequently took the lead in steps for
initiating or upholding collective action by the Powers.
Sazonov and Izvolski cared less for thf Concert of Europe,
and Count Berchtold least of all.
It was while Europe was thus divided into two opposed
groups that a new danger arose from the assassination ot
the Austrian Archduke and a new intensification of Balkan
problems.

